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The effects of valence band anisotropy on longitudinal and transverse high-field differential
mobilities, diffusivities, and thermal noise temperatures were theoretically investigated. The effects
were examined for holes in silicon and in several hypothetical materials having systematically
varied degrees of valence band anisotropy. The results show a pronounced dependence of the
transversehigh-field differential mobility and of thelongitudinalhigh-field noise temperature upon
the degree of anisotropy. This suggests that thermal noise measurements may provide an alternative
to magnetotransport methods as a valence bandstructure measurement technique. The results also
imply that thermal noise in semiconductor devices can be mitigated by choosing a semiconductor
with a low degree of valence band anisotropy and, for a given semiconductor, by properly aligning
the device layout with respect to the material crystallographic axes. ©1996 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~96!03124-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The subject of this article is the effect of valence ban
anisotropy on the high-field thermal noise characteristics
holes in silicon. Investigation was carried out theoretical
by using a Monte Carlo technique to simulate the dynam
of holes, under a high electric field, over a range of semico
ductor materials. In addition to silicon, the other materia
studied, which were hypothetical, differed from silicon onl
through a systematic variation of their Luttinger valenc
band structure parameters.1 This variation was to control the
degree of valence band anisotropy while leaving all oth
aspects of the semiconductor material model the same as
of silicon. The variation of the noise characteristics, e
tracted from the Monte Carlo output, was related to th
variation of the band structure parameters and, thereby,
the system’s degree of anisotropy.

The motivation for studying the effect of the valenc
band anisotropy on high-field hole thermal noise is twofol
First, it provides information for the control of thermal nois
in a device through the choice of the semiconductor mater
and through the crystallographic orientation of the mater
with respect to the biasing electric field in the device. Se
ond, it suggests the use of high-field hole noise characte
tics as a probe of the details of the semiconductor valen
band structure.

In this second area, the anisotropic nature of semico
ductor valence bands can be quantified by the material’s L
tinger valence band parameters.1 The Luttinger parameters,
in principle, may be determined by magnetotranspo
measurements.2,3 However, in practice, it is difficult to mea-
sure the Luttinger parameters in this way because very h
magnetic fields are required. A simpler transport measu
ment that could yield the Luttinger parameters would be ve
useful. Many hole transport measurements that do not
volve magnetic fields, such as velocity-field measuremen

a!Electronic mail: ncko@engin.umich.edu
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have negligible dependence on the anisotropy of the valen
band, and are primarily controlled by the spatially averag
scattering rates. Thus, the density of states, and not the b
anisotropy, determines such measurements. However,
investigation has found that hole thermal noise character
tics have a strong signature of the valence band anisotro
and therefore, in principle, could yield information on th
Luttinger parameters. A measurement based on noise pr
erties would have a substantial advantage over magnetotra
port methods since generation of a magnetic field would n
be required.

Some types of noise in semiconductor devices, such
1/f and generation–recombination noise, may be controll
by the choice of device design and fabrication process. F
example, the reduction of residual damage sites created i
fabrication process will reduce the amount of generation
recombination noise associated with such traps. Howev
thermal noise is generated by mechanisms that are intrin
to the dynamic nature of the charge carriers, and therefo
presents a lower noise limit in all semiconductor devices.

Although thermal noise, by its fundamental nature,
present in the operation of all types of semiconductor d
vices, one class of device in which it is particularly manife
is the field-effect transistor~FET!. This is because the FET is
essentially a voltage-controlled resistor. The scattering in t
device channel that is characterized by this resistance gi
rise to thermal noise. Under normal device biasing cond
tions, a high electric field is present in the channel, and hig
field noise characteristics pertain. One means of controlli
thermal noise in a device is to control the intrinsic resistan
by using a semiconductor with a high carrier mobility. An
other method used is to cool the device, thereby reducing
rate of carrier scattering.4

Aside from its aspect of interferring with the transmis
sion of information through a system, thermal noise has be
extensively studied as a probe of the microscopic proces
that give rise to it.5–8 These investigations yield information
both about the rates of different types of scatterings a
/96/80(12)/6766/7/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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about the semiconductor band structure. In the latter, m
work has been concerned with features of the conduct
band structure, such as intervalley separation and energy
face anisotropy.

Up until now, little work has been done to investigat
the relationship between the shape of the valence band
the hole thermal noise characteristics. This is due, in part,
the complexity of rigorously modeling hole transport. How
ever, there is reason to expect that the thermal noise cha
teristics of holes will exhibit features that reflect the valenc
band anisotropy. As will be discussed in Sec. II, a relatio
ship exists between the mobility, the diffusivity, and th
noise temperature. Both the high-field hole mobility and di
fusivity have been studied with respect to the fie
orientation.9,10 In those works, both the transverse differen
tial mobility and the diffusivity were found to vary signifi-
cantly, depending on the orientation of the electric field
the high-field region. One would expect, therefore, that t
high-field noise temperature, being essentially the ratio
diffusivity to mobility, would also exhibit a dependence o
the field orientation. Since such a dependence would oc
only for materials with an anisotropic band structure, th
strength of the dependence should correlate to the degre
band structure anisotropy.

As the term is generally used, anisotropy of noise cha
acteristics refers to the difference between the longitudin
and transverse characteristics for a single specified field o
entation. Only sparse published information exists conce
ing the field-orientation dependence of any noise-related h
characteristics. In Ref. 5, experimental and theoretical silic
hole longitudinal diffusivity-field characteristics are pre
sented for two field orientations:̂100& and ^111&. These
data do show a difference between the two orientations
T577 K, but none atT5300 K. Aside from this and the
references cited above,9,10we are not aware of other work on
the effect of valence band anisotropy on hole thermal no
characteristics.

II. THEORY

Noise in an electrical current is the random, nondete
ministic fluctuation of that current. In semiconductor de
vices, important types of noise are 1/f , or flicker, noise, shot
noise, generation–recombination noise, and thermal nois11

Each of these affects the current flow, either by causing flu
tuations in the number of flowing charge carriers or by cau
ing fluctuations in the momentum and energy of the ind
vidual charge carriers.

Thermal noise, in particular, arises from fluctuations
the individual charge carrier’s momentum and energy as
result of scattering. Such scattering, primarily phonon sc
tering in nonhighly doped semiconductors, may or may n
be accompanied by a transfer of the charge carrier to a n
valley or band. Where intervalley or interband scattering o
curs, if the new state has a conductivity effective mass tha
significantly different from that of the original state, the
speed of the charge carrier will be affected, thereby contr
uting to the thermal noise. In the case of hole transport,
though scattering does occur between the heavy hole,
light hole, and the split-off hole bands, the wide range
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 12, 15 December 1996
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conductivity effective masses present in each of these ba
obscures the identification of an interband noise compon
in the thermal noise. Therefore, in the discussion to follow
fluctuations in the hole current arising from both intraban
and interband scattering will be termed thermal noise.

The Nyquist relationship establishes a connection b
tween temperature and noise characteristics, namely,

Si54kT Re~y!, ~1!

whereSi is the current fluctuation spectral density, Re(y) is
the real part of the small signal output admittance of th
noise generator,k is Boltzmann’s constant, andT is the tem-
perature of the noise generator. It must be immediately sta
that the Nyquist relation is valid only for a system that is i
thermodynamic equilibrium with its environment. With the
aid of heuristic circuitry,11 an expression for the maximum
available noise power,Pav, in a frequency intervalD f , may
be derived from Nyquist’s relation,

Pav5kTD f . ~2!

This gives the amount of noise power that can be deliver
from a noise generator to an impedance matched load
temperatureT. Again, this is valid only under conditions of
thermodynamic equilibrium. When a system is biased, cau
ing an electrical current to flow, the system is no longer
thermodynamic equilibrium. Under this condition, the max
mum available noise power will differ from that given by Eq
~2!. Replacing the temperatureT in Eq. ~2! with a noise
temperatureTn serves to define the noise temperature so th
regardless of whether or not a system is in thermodynam
equilibrium, the maximum available noise power is given b

Pav5kTnD f . ~3!

For thermal noise in semiconductors,Tn>T, being equal
only under conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium.

By separately relating the current fluctuation spectr
density to charge carrier velocity fluctuations and to th
maximum available noise power, a relationship between t
noise temperature and the carrier differential mobility,m,
and diffusivity,D, may be established11 for uncorrelated par-
ticles. The relationship is

kTn
q

5
D

m
. ~4!

Under thermodynamic equilibrium, withTn5T, this is
the familiar Einstein relation. However, it remains valid un
der conditions of nonthermodynamic equilibrium, such a
under a high electric field. In this case, the values of diffu
sivity and differential mobility are those of the particula
high-field condition. For this relation between the transpo
parametersm, D, and the noise to be valid, carrier–carrie
interactions must be negligible. This is because the relati
between the current fluctuation spectral density and the d
fusivity neglects any correlations between velocity fluctu
tions of different particles. Since the present work is n
concerned with materials having high carrier densities, t
effect of carrier–carrier correlations are neglected and E
~4! is used extensively.
6767J. M. Hinckley and J. Singh



The Monte Carlo model used in this work has been ful
documented in other publications,12–15 and will be only
briefly described here. All three valence bands~heavy, light,
and split-off hole! are included in the model. The band struc
ture is calculated using thek–p method including spin-orbit
coupling, which gives the full anisotropy of the energy su
faces. The energy values are obtained as the eigenvalues
636 Hamiltonian:
6768 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 12, 15 December 1996
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H5Hkp1Hso. ~5!

The k–p Hamiltonian matrix is16

Hkp5F H8 0333

0333 H8
G↑↓,
H852
\2

2m F Lkx21M ~ky
21kz

2! Nkxky Nkzkx

Nkxky Lky
21M ~kz

21kx
2! Nkykz

Nkzkx Nkykz Lkz
21M ~kx

21ky
2!
G xy
z

, ~6!
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wherem is the free electron mass. The dimensionless ter
L, M , andN are related to the Luttingerg parameters:

L5g114g2 ,

M5g122g2 , ~7!

N56g3 .

The spin–orbit interaction, which is included by addingHso

to Hkp , is given by the Hamiltonian17

Hso5
D0

3 3
0 2 i 0 0 0 1

i 0 0 0 0 2 i

0 0 0 21 i 0

0 0 21 0 i 0

0 0 2 i 2 i 0 0

1 i 0 0 0 0

4
x↑
y↑
z↑
x↓
y↓
z↓

, ~8!

whereD0 is the zone center~k50! spin–orbit splitting.
Although a numerical eigensolution to the full Hamil

tonian @Eq. ~5!# was used in this work, an approximation
helps in understanding the bearing of the Luttinger para
eters on the anisotropy. This approximation is

E52
\2

2m0
@g1k

2

6A4g2
2k4112~g3

22g2
2!~kx

2ky
21ky

2kz
21kz

2kx
2!# , ~9!

which is valid only ifE!D0. From this, it can be seen tha
varying g2 alone controls the separation between the hea
and light hole bands and that varying~g3

22g2
2! controls the

anisotropy.
The eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian in Eq.~5! are ob-

tained numerically, and are used in the calculation of t
scattering matrix elements. Thus the scattering rates also
flect the anisotropy of the valence band. For the present ca
in pure silicon, the scattering mechanisms used are acou
and nonpolar optical phonon scattering.

In this work, the noise parameters of concern are t
noise temperature, the differential mobility, and the diffusiv
ity, both longitudinal and transverse. The noise temperatu
is derived from the calculated values of the diffusivity an
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the differential mobility, as given in Eq.~4!. For the longi-
tudinal noise temperature, the appropriate quantities are
longitudinal differential mobility and the longitudinal diffu-
sivity. For the transverse noise temperature, the appropri
quantities are the transverse differential mobility and th
transverse diffusivity. Both quantities must refer to the sam
direction transverse to the electric field since the energy s
faces are warped.

The longitudinal differential mobility is calculated as the
slope of the velocity-field characteristics obtained from th
Monte Carlo simulation. The transverse differential mobilit
is calculated, as described in Ref. 9, by adding a small tra
verse electric field component to the high field and taking t
ratio of the resulting transverse drift velocity to the trans
verse electric field.

The diffusivity tensor is calculated from the formula18

Di j5
1

2

d

dt
^DxiDxj&, ~10!

whereDxi5xi2 x̄i is the position fluctuation in directioni ,
i51,2,3 ~i.e., x,y,z!. The angular brackets denote averagin
over the carrier population.

As is the case for all other high-field transport param
eters, the noise characteristics have 48-fold symmetry w
respect to the crystallographic orientation of the electric fie
in the unstrained semiconductor. If the parameters are spe
fied for fields whose directions lie in the sector bounded b
the @001#, @111#, and @101# directions, then they are com-
pletely specified. With respect to direction in the plane pe
pendicular to the electric field, the symmetry of the tran
verse noise parameters depends upon the orientation of
electric field.9 If the field is oriented in the@100# or @111#
direction, the transverse parameters are isotropic in th
plane. If the field is oriented in the@101# direction, then the
parameters are twofold symmetric, with principal axes in th
@1̄01# and @010# directions.
J. M. Hinckley and J. Singh
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III. RESULTS

A. Procedures

The approach taken in this work is to calculate nois
characteristics for silicon and then to compare these res
against those obtained for hypothetical materials whose ba
structure is similar to that of silicon~as reflected in the den-
sity of states!, but with varying degrees of anisotropy. Spe
cifically, anisotropy is varied by varying the Luttinger pa
rameters in two different ways. First, the value of th
Luttinger parameterg1 is held fixed at its value for silicon,
while g2 is independently set to selected values andg3 is
varied to achieve the same heavy hole density of states, a
silicon, in the range 0–100 meV. Second, the value ofg2 is
held fixed at its value for silicon, whileg3 is independently
set to selected values andg1 is varied to achieve the same
density of states, as in silicon, over the same range as bef
In the first case, three sets of Luttinger parameters are us
corresponding to hypothetical materials referred to as ma
rials A, B, and C. In the second case, three different sets
Luttinger parameters are used, correspondingly referred to
materials D, E, and F. The variation of the noise charact
istics between materialsA–B–Si–C andbetween materials
D–E–Si–F shows the extent to which anisotropy affect
these room temperature transport coefficients.

For each material, three types of Monte Carlo calcul
tion are performed: longitudinal differential mobility, trans
verse differential mobility, and diffusivity tensor. Each o
these quantities is obtained for electric fields of 50 kV/c
and oriented in each of the three directions@100#, @101#, and
@111#. In the case of transverse differential mobility, th
transverse directions used are@010# ~for a field in the@100#
direction!, @2̄11# ~for a field in the@111# direction!, and@1̄01#
and@010# ~for a field in the@101# direction!. In the first two
cases, as stated earlier, any direction in the plane perpend
lar to the electric field is symmetrically equivalent to an
other direction, and the chosen transverse direction is ar
trary. In the last case, a field oriented in the@101# direction,
two orthogonal directions are not equivalent to one anoth
This requires separate calculation of the transverse charac
istics in each of these two directions.

To calculate the longitudinal differential mobility, the
velocity-field relation is calculated for a selected set of ele
tric fields over the range of 0–75 kV/cm. Next, the phenom
enological function19 v5vmE/(Ec1E) is fit to the calcu-
lated data. Then the slope taken at 50 kV/cm to give t
longitudinal differential mobility is

m l5
vm
Ec

S 1

~11E/Ec!
2D . ~11!

To calculate the transverse differential mobility, a relative
small field vector of 2 kV/cm that is perpendicular to th
large 50 kV/cm electric field vector is added to the 50 kV/c
vector. The drift velocity is calculated and the component
the velocity that is aligned with the small 2 kV/cm field
component is determined. The ratio of the perpendicular v
locity and field components gives the transverse different
mobility in this specific transverse direction:
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 12, 15 December 1996
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m t5v t /Et . ~12!

Earlier work has demonstrated that the transverse velocit
transverse field relationship is linear for the field magnitud
used here, in silicon,9 so that, although the calculation is of a
chordal mobility, it is equal to the differential mobility in
these circumstances.
To calculate the diffusivity tensor elements, the Monte Car
performs an ensemble simulation to obtain the position es
mators ^xixj&, i , j51,2,3, and^xi&, i51,2,3. The brackets
denote averaging over all particles of the simulation, whic
typically involves 50 000 particles. After completion of the
simulation, the diffusion tensor elements are calculated a

Di j5
1

2

d

dt
~^xixj&2^xi&^xj&!5

1

2

d

dt
^~xi2 x̄ i !~xj2 x̄ j !&

5
1

2

d

dt
^dxidxj&. ~13!

This derivative must be taken where^dxidxj& is linear to
obtain a steady-state value of the diffusivity. To accomplis
this, a linear, least-squares fit is made to^dxidxj& vs t. Half
of the slope of this line equals the diffusivity. Finally, in
order to obtain the diffusivity in the direction of unit vecto
n̂5n1x̂1n2ŷ1n3ẑ, the dyadic sum is taken:

Dn5 (
i , j51

3

niDi j nj . ~14!

Since the mobilities are derived from the Monte Carlo ca
culated velocities, uncertainty estimates for the mobilities a
based on the uncertainties of the velocities. To estimate
uncertainty in a given component of the drift velocity vecto
the value of the velocity component is output periodical
during the entire Monte Carlo simulation. Then, afte
completion of the simulation, this data may be graphed as
velocity versus time plot, which will show an initial, tran-
sient behavior, followed by a diminishing fluctuation tha
approaches the final value from the simulation. An estima
of the uncertainty in the value of the velocity component
obtained from the standard deviation of this velocity vers
time data, omitting the initial transient portion. This proce
dure applies to both the transverse and longitudinal velo
ties.

Since the transverse differential mobility,mt , is simply
the ratio of the transverse velocity to the transverse elect
field, the estimated uncertainty inmt is dm t5d(v t/Et)
5dv t/Et , wheredv t is the uncertainty in the transverse ve
locity component.

The process of taking a derivative of the velocity wit
respect to electric field to obtain the longitudinal differentia
mobility involves several points on the velocity-field charac
teristic. In order to obtain an estimated uncertainty of th
longitudinal mobility, the velocity uncertainties are obtaine
at each electric field value for which the carrier velocity ha
been calculated by Monte Carlo. Then the following proc
dure is carried out.

~1! At each of the points, a velocity is randomly picked
within its estimated range of uncertainty.
6769J. M. Hinckley and J. Singh



TABLE I. Luttinger valence band structure parameters for silicon and f
the six hypothetical materials A–F studied in this work.

Material g1 g2 g3

Si 4.22 0.39 1.44
A 4.22 1.67 1.67
B 4.22 1.00 1.61
C 4.22 0.00 1.32
D 1.66 0.39 0.39
E 3.03 0.39 1.00
F 5.80 0.39 2.00
-
e

if-

E,
s

~2! The functionv5vmE/(Ec1E) is fit to the resulting
set of points.

~3! The slope of the fitting function is calculated a
50 kV/cm.

This procedure is repeated for a large number of iter
tions ~on the order of 10 000!, for each of which, the veloci-
ties are randomly varied within the range of uncertainty
each data point. After a large number of repetitions, a ran
in the resulting slope is established, and this serves as
estimate of the uncertainty of the longitudinal differentia
mobility.

The uncertainty in the diffusivity is estimated by calcu
lating the range of slopes of̂dxidxj& vs t resulting from
fluctuations in thê dxidxj& vs t data. These fluctuations are
assumed to fall in the same range in the linear portion of t
^dxidxj& vs t characteristic. An estimate of a typical fluctua
tion is obtained as the standard deviation of the^dxidxj&
data from the linear least-squares fit. Varying the end poin
of the straight line fit by plus or minus this typical fluctuatio
and taking the slope of the resulting line gives an estimate
the range of uncertainty in the slope of^dxidxj& vs t. Half of
this estimate equals the uncertainty in the diffusivity,Di j .
e-
n-
re

er
n:
FIG. 1. Constant energy contours for Si and hypothetical materials A,
and C atE550 meV in the~11̄0! plane. These are obtained numerically a
eigenvalues of thek–p and spin-orbit Hamiltonians@Eq. ~5!# using the Lut-
tinger parameters given in Table I.
6770 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 12, 15 December 1996
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FIG. 2. Constant energy contours for Si and hypothetical materials D,
and F atE550 meV in the~11̄0! plane. These are obtained numerically a
eigenvalues of thek–p and spin-orbit Hamiltonians@Eq. ~5!# using the Lut-
tinger parameters given in Table I.
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The noise temperature is proportional to the ratio of th
diffusivity to the differential mobility, as given in Eq.~4!.
The relative uncertainty in the noise temperature,dTn/Tn ,
may be estimated from the relative uncertainties of the d
fusivity, dD/D, and the mobility,dm/m, as

dTn
Tn

5AS dD

D D 21S dm

m D 2. ~15!

B. Results

The Luttinger parameters used for silicon and for mat
rials A–F are summarized in Table I. Constant energy co
tours are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Materials A and D a
B,
s

FIG. 3. Longitudinal~L! and transverse~T! high-field differential mobility
for Si and hypothetical materials A, B, and C forT5300 K andE550
kV/cm. Data are plotted with respect to the independently varied Lutting
parameterg2. Each curve corresponds to a specific electric field orientatio
D—Ei@100#, L—Ei@111#, S—Ei@101#. For the transverseS data, additional
labeling denotes the specific transverse direction:S1—êti@010#,
S2—êti@1̄01#. Material A is isotropic, B is anisotropic, but less so than
silicon, and C is more anisotropic than silicon.
J. M. Hinckley and J. Singh



FIG. 4. Longitudinal~L! and transverse~T! high-field differential mobility
for Si and hypothetical materials D, E, and F forT5300 K andE550
kV/cm. Data are plotted with respect to the independently varied Lutting
parameterg3. Curves are labeled as in Fig. 3. Material D is isotropic, E
anisotropic, but less so than silicon, and F is more anisotropic than silic
ns
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isotropic. Materials B and E are anisotropic, but less so th
silicon. Materials C and F are more anisotropic than silico

The differential mobilities for silicon and materials A–C
are shown in Fig. 3 and for silicon and materials D–F, in Fi
4. In Figs. 3 and 4, the three curves labeled ‘‘L’’ are th
longitudinal differential mobility and the four curves labele
‘‘T’’ are the transverse differential mobility. The orientations
of the electric field are denotedD ~@100#!, S ~@101#!, andL
~@111#!. In the case of the transverse@101# data, the two
nonequivalent transverse directions are labeledS1 ~@010#!
and S2 ~@1̄01#!. The diffusivities for silicon and materials
A–C are shown in Fig. 5, and for silicon and materials D–
in Fig. 6. The labeling nomenclature is the same as that u
for the mobility. Noise temperatures are shown in Figs. 7~Si,
A–C! and 8~Si, D–F!, with labeling as before.

Error analysis, as described above, yields the followin
estimates for uncertainties in the differential mobilities, di
fusivities, and noise temperatures:dm l /m l<0.2%,
dm t/m t<6.1%, dDl ,t/Dl ,t<0.4%, dTnl/Tnl<0.4%, and
dTnt/Tnt<6.1%.
m-
FIG. 5. Longitudinal~L! and transverse~T! high-field diffusivity for Si and
hypothetical materials A, B, and C forT5300 K andE550 kV/cm. Data
are plotted with respect to the independently varied Luttinger parameterg2.
Labeling is the same as in Fig. 3.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 12, 15 December 1996
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FIG. 6. Longitudinal~L! and transverse~T! high-field diffusivity for Si and
hypothetical materials D, E, and F forT5300 K andE550 kV/cm. Data are
plotted with respect to the independently varied Luttinger parameterg3.
Labeling is the same as in Fig. 4.
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C. Analysis

The anisotropy of the longitudinal differential mobility
in silicon is straightforwardly derived from the familiar
variations of effective mass between the three directio
shown. An analysis of the anisotropy of the transverse d
ferential mobility in silicon was given in Ref. 9. To summa
rize those findings, the variation of the transverse mobili
directly correlates to the variation of the conductivity effec
tive mass in the given transverse direction when a high ele
tric field is being applied. The effect of the high field is to
shift the center of the hole distribution away from the Bril
louin zone center, causing the particles to experience a d
ferent effective mass, on average, than they would were th
centered aboutk50. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the distinc
tions between the mobilities associated with the differe
field orientations arise from the valence band anisotropy a
therefore increase monotonically with the increase in anis
ropy.

The increase of the diffusivities with respect to valenc
band anisotropy, shown in Figs. 5 and 6, is caused by sa
pling of a wider range of conductivity effective masses b
the holes. To understand this, let us consider the longitudi
diffusivity labeledD in Fig. 5. The electric field is oriented in
FIG. 7. Longitudinal~L! and transverse~T! high-field noise temperature for
Si and hypothetical materials A, B, and C forT5300 K andE550 kV/cm.
Data are plotted with respect to the independently varied Luttinger para
eterg2. Labeling is the same as in Fig. 3.
6771J. M. Hinckley and J. Singh
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FIG. 8. Longitudinal~L! and transverse~T! high-field noise temperature for
Si and hypothetical materials D, E, and F forT5300 K andE550 kV/cm.
Data are plotted with respect to the independently varied Luttinger para
eterg3. Labeling is the same as in Fig. 4.
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the @100# direction in this case. For a single energy, the la
eral spread of the reciprocal-space hole distribution cau
the holes to experience not just a single effective mass, a
the case of an isotropic band structure but, rather, a range
conductivity effective masses due to the warping of the v
lence band constant energy surfaces. This geometrical m
variation increases the fluctuation of velocities, and there
the diffusivity, in the same way that intervalley scatterin
does in multivalley conduction band transport.

The dependence of the noise temperature on band st
ture anisotropy can be understood in terms of the behavior
its constituents of mobility and diffusivity. First, as discusse
above, the diffusivities, both longitudinal and transverse, i
crease with anisotropy. But, while the transverse different
mobility also increases pronouncedly with band anisotrop
the longitudinal differential mobility exhibits only a slight
increase~D! or even a decrease~S andL! with respect to
anisotropy. This is a consequence of the onset of veloc
saturation. The result is that, as anisotropy is increased,
transverse small signal impedance decreases due to the
ering of transverse effective masses. This is sufficient, in
siliconlike material, to significantly offset the diffusivity in-
crease, resulting in only a modest increase of the transve
noise temperature or, equivalently, the transverse availa
noise power. The result, however, for the longitudinal noi
power is that, due primarily to the increase in the longitud
nal small signal impedance, and supported by the gene
diffusivity increase with anisotropy, the longitudinal nois
temperature and the longitudinal available noise power
crease markedly with band structure anisotropy.

IV. DISCUSSION

The following conclusions can be drawn from this work
First of all, high-field noise temperatures, both longitudin
and transverse, increase with valence band anisotropy.
longitudinal increase is substantial, however, compared
the transverse noise temperature increase. The difference
tween the two depends on the specific orientation of the el
tric field. Second, isotropic materials have only negligib
excess transverse noise temperature and a minimum ex
longitudinal noise temperature.
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On a speculative note, high-field thermal noise measu
ments may provide an alternative to magnetotransport m
surements for determining valence band structure in lar
band gap semiconductors such as diamond and cubic G
Supporting this is the pronounced dependence on band st
ture features of both the transverse differential mobility an
the longitudinal noise temperature. Both of these quantiti
are measurable at room temperature using well establis
microwave techniques.

From the data shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the greatest tra
verse mobility~or conductivity! sensitivity to the shape of
the band structure occurs for fields in the@101# orientation
with the transverse measurement taken in the@1̄01# ~S2! di-
rection. Measurement uncertainties, therefore, would ha
the least effect on the determination of the Luttinger param
eters for measurements taken in this orientation. Similar
from the data shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the determination
Luttinger parameters from measurements of longitudin
noise temperature is least susceptible to measurement un
tainties for measurements taken in the@101# ~S2! direction,
due to the strongest variation ofTnl with respect tog2 and
g3, for fields along the@101# axis.

Regarding the choice of semiconductor materials a
crystallographic orientations of biasing fields in devices, th
data in Figs. 7 and 8 indicate that, from a noise suppress
standpoint, the best orientation of the electric field is th
@100# direction, this having the lowest longitudinal availabl
noise power. Fortunately, this is the same orientation th
gives the maximum carrier mobility so that high speed an
low noise are achieved simultaneously. The data in the
figures also show that, where a choice can be made betw
different semiconductor materials, a lower hole current the
mal noise will be achieved by using the material with th
least valence band anisotropy.
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